
Spiritual Resonance 

Someone had said that there is lot of instability in this world but I would like to rephrase it as 
the world itself is unstable. Science says that the smallest particle of an element is an atom. An 
Atom is made up of Protons, Electrons and Neutrons. An Atom comprises the revolutionary 
model where an electron revolves around protons and neutrons. So in general everything in 
this world in fact the world itself is moving. Our Earth revolves at the speed of 1600 Km/Hr and 
we still don’t realize its momentum. The Almighty has devised such an unstable world for us, 
and yet, surrounded by all this instability we search for stability. 

Unfortunately, in this unstable world even the events that occur make life miserable and 
unstable. A few days back I was climbing the stairs of my building as the lift was not functioning 
due to a power cut. The power cut had put a brake on the activities of the children playing 
cricket as well those playing in the aisle near the stairs. Suddenly they started a new game. They 
would knock any door and when person inside asked “Kaun (Who)”, they would yell 
“Aatankwadi (Terrorist)” in a loud voice and run away. It was obvious that the Terrorists had 
made an impact even on the innocent minds of the children as well. Some time back I read that 
there was a time when if a person sneezed, people near him would say “God bless you” but 
now people enquire suspiciously “Is it Swine Flu?”. Terrorism, Swine Flu and many more such 
challenges are being faced by the society and the people at large. Already this world is unstable 
and such events are making life more unstable. 

People worship the Almighty for stability in life but still remain unstable because their 
attachment with the unstable Maya has the destabilizing effect on their persona. Someone 
asked His Holiness Nirankari Babaji why He asked people to refrain people from worshipping 
the Sun, the Moon and the Stars? Babaji smiled and replied that he had never stopped anyone 
from worshipping them. He had only guided all to be attached the source of stability – the 
Almighty Nirankar if they desired true stability. The Sun, the Moon and the Stars are themselves 
unstable, then how can they be expected to impart stability to others. The Almighty is present 
in the Sun, the Moon and the Stars but they are not the Almighty, but just His creations brought 
into existence with a purpose to be fulfilled. 

In science there is the concept of ‘Resonance’. If an object having one frequency is brought in 
contact with another object having the same frequency then both the objects are said to be in a 
state of resonance. Similarly, to be able to be at resonance with the Almighty our frequency has 
to match His. We shall have to attain a stable frequency to achieve “Spiritual Resonance”. Then 
despite the world being unstable we can experience divine and eternal bliss and enjoy stability 
in our life.   
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